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Introduction

Accuracy of optical delay line is crucial for terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS). Typically such delay line consists of a motorized translation stage with a mounted retroreflector. Random and systematic errors in positioning of the translation stage result in distortion of sampled terahertz pulses and hence terahertz spectra.

It is intuitive that random misplacements in the sampling position (registration jitter) translate into an error in the amplitude of the measured terahertz signal proportional to its derivative. This results in a higher noise floor in the terahertz spectra [1,2]. It was recently found that periodic sampling errors lead to creation of spurious mirror spectra around the error’s frequency [3]. In a typical terahertz measurement a series of sampled terahertz pulses or spectra are averaged to achieve better signal to noise ratio. However, even small delays in the sampling start times can actually increase the noise level in the averaged signal [4]. So it was suggested to align terahertz pulses in the time domain before averaging using algorithms from [5].

In the custom-made THz-TDS developed at IA&E SB RAS \cite{6} we used motorized translation stage 8MT173-50-20 (Standart Ltd, Lithuania) with the full movement range of 50 mm (time range of 333 ps) and the step of 1.25 μm (time step of 8.34 fs). In order to independently measure translation stage position in this study we installed an optical encoder Resolver RL32BAT001B50 with RTLA absolute scale (Renishaw, UK) (see Fig. 1). The scale length was 100 mm and its accuracy was 0.5 μm. The encoder resolution was 1 μm. Thus we detected delay line inaccuracies and corrected them.

Results

We compared position of the translation stage (L\textsubscript{o}) with the position measured by the optical encoder (L\textsubscript{e}). We studied their difference for four translation stages by installing the encoder on each (Fig. 2). It was found that three systematic errors are associated with the measurements: growing offset of the position, periodic error, and drift of the starting position.

First, it can be seen from the Fig. 2 that all four translation stages exhibit growing position offset that can roughly be approximated by a linear function. Abrupt changes of the offset may be explained by mechanical defects in the translation stage screw. Total offset varies from ~8 to ~15 μm for different stages. Such offset manifests itself in a compressed terahertz pulse and consequently stretched terahertz spectrum, i.e. having linearly increasing frequency shift. In our experiments it leads to a total shift of up to 400 MHz at 1 THz. Correction of such systematic error is crucial in the measurements of narrow-band absorption peaks such as spectra of nuclear spin isomers of water vapor \cite{7}.

Second, we notice periodic sinusoidal sampling error that becomes apparent after zooming in on the finer structure of the difference between translation stage position and encoder measurements (see Fig. 3).
The period of the oscillations is 250 μm that corresponds well with a single revolution of the stage screw. The amplitude of the oscillation varies from 0.3 to 1.6 μm for different stages. According to [3] such periodic sampling errors result in the presence of additive spurious mirror copies of the main pulse spectrum around error’s frequency and its harmonics. In our case oscillation period of 250 μm corresponds to the frequency of 600 GHz. The amplitude of the spurious spectra is proportional to the amplitude of the oscillations. In our measurements it results in the proportionality coefficient as low as 10⁻³ which is comparable with the signal-to-noise ratio making this error difficult to detect.

In conclusion, we found several systematic errors in the optical delay line of THz-TDS by independently measuring its absolute position with precision optical encoder. We found that correction of the position offset of the delay line is crucial in gas analysis. Correction of the starting position drift should be applied before averaging the series of terahertz pulses measured consecutively. Periodic sampling error resulted in a small additive spectral error which can only be found in certain spectra such as ones provided by high contrast band pass filters.
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